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education
1993 - 1999
Rome (It)

Università degli Studi “La Sapienza” di Roma
Studies in Aerospace Engineering.

1988 - 1993
Rome (It)

Liceo Scientifico Statale “G. Keplero”
Secondary school focused on sciences.

professional experiences
apr 2009 - present
feb2008 - mar 2009
Salzburg (At)

Freelance digital and clay modeler
Modeler at Kiska GmbH
Clay modeling, hard modeling, laser scanning, reverse engineering.
Among the most important clients:
KTM

2003 - 2008
Rome (It)

KTM X-Bow

Modeling Designer at Honda R&D Europe (Italia)
Digital Modeling, Clay modeling, reverse engineering, tooling
mock-up e prototyping. Team and project management.
Optical scanning; CAD-CAM tooling
Numerous working experiences in Germany and Japan.
Among the most important projects:
- SH 125/150: best seller scooter in Europe since 2001
- CB 1000R

2003 - present

CB 1000R

Freelance graphic and multimedia designer
Concepting, graphics, photography, paging, printing.
Among the most important clients:
Trenitalia, European Office, inter-rail.it

SH 125 - 150

other experiences
2007 Training: health and safety at workplace (it. law 626/94).
Rome (It)
2002, 2003, 2004
USA

Participation as member of the university team in the international
competition DBF (Design Build Fly) organized by the AIAA (American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) under the patronage of
CESSNA and ONR (Office of Naval Research).
“design, fabricate, and demonstrate the flight capabilities of an
unmanned, electric powered aircraft which can best meet the specified
mission profile”.

2003 - 2007 Collaboration with “Sistema Compositi S.p.A.” in the processing of
Colleferro (Rome) carbon fiber prepreg and sandwich structure.
2003 Charter member and vicepresident until 2006 of the Cultural AssociaRome (It) tion “Viaggi e Libertà” whose goal is to “encourage the development of
itinerant travel in Europe as a way of knowledge of cultures and places
and of mutual undertanding and respect between populations”.
Major collaborations: CTS, Trenitalia, Culture Factory of the foundation
Eni Enrico Mattei, Zoneattive, AEGEE.
Organization of competition, exibitions, conferences.
last activities: creation of the responsible tourism network RETOUR.

http://www.aiaadbf.org/

http://www.sistemacompositi.com/

http://www.inter-rail.it/
http://www.retour-roma.it/

Rome (It) Participation in social and environmental campaigns.

languages
Italian

Mother tongue.

English Fluent. Everyday use at working place.
German Basic.
Polish

Basic.

computer literacy
operative systems

Windows, Mac OS, Linux.

software Excellent knowledge of the whole suite of Microsoft Office and Adobe.
Surface development (RAM, 3d Studio Max, Alias Studio), CAD (Autocad,
CATIA), CAD-CAM, Geomagic.
Multimedia files management, videoediting, internet websites, Flash.

interests
Cultural differences, photography, innovation technology, kung-fu,
backpacking.
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